abstract: Obviously the city of Mexico is far away from Europe. Nevertheless, it was the perfect exemplar of city organized along imperial lines. As the capital of 'New Spain' and the headquarters of the viceroy and archbishop, it was the showcase of Spain in America. But suddenly and unexpectedly, the Spanish government's colonial policy had to be reconsidered on 8 June 1692 when the most important riot in the history of the city of Mexico broke out. A crowd of thousands of Indians gathered on the Plaza Mayor and kept shouting 'long live the king, but kill the government'. They lynched the National Guards and burned every sign and symbol related to Spain. Far from being a mere food riot, it was a genuine political movement. The riot of 8 June 1692 was the result of 'good government police' that is to say 'police' understood in its original sense as good government of the city. This article examines the consequences of the revolt for the city's police and for the Spanish colonial order which was based upon the separation of the Spanish and Indian population.
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Riots and popular uprisings are favourite topics in ancien régime historiography. There is abundant research on their number, classification (agitations, riots, revolts, etc.), multiple origins, the identity and motivations of the agitators and their impact on political regimes. 1 However, there are few studies specifically dedicated to the role and actions of the forces of control and any changes these events brought about in how law and order was practised in cities. 2 As an example, Hispanists believe that the Esquilache riots in Madrid in March 1766 were the reason for the major police reforms drawn up by the count of Aranda the day after the uprising and put into practice in 1768. 3 These created a new two-tiered administrative division (cuarteles and barrios) and a
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217 market on the Plaza Mayor. 6 The tumulto de los indios was actually a riot of a mixed plebeian class.
Everything began in the style of a classic ancien régime grain crisis. Due to episodes of hail and heavy rains, the land in the Valley of Mexico had not produced enough grain to supply the capital. The riots broke out, as often happens, during a religious festival, the celebration of the Corpus Christi. Thousands of rioting Indians in the Plaza Mayor shouted 'Long live the king, and death to bad government!', lynched the halberdiers of the palace guard and stoned the façade of the viceregal palace before setting it alight, also setting fire to other symbols of power: the gallows, the prison and the town hall. The authorities attributed this uprising to the drunkenness of the rioters, who were supposed to have consumed large quantities of pulque, and the poor morals of the plebeian class who permanently occupied the Baratillo. 7 It had the following features: a marked ethnic dimension (the majority of the rioters were Indian and mestizo), a short duration (one evening, from 5 pm to 9 pm), unprecedented violence (fires that ravaged half the buildings in the Plaza Mayor) and a lack of response from the authorities, at least in the first instance.
The Mexican riot of 8 June 1692 has been the subject of several studies thanks to the existence of abundant documentation. We have access to direct eye-witness accounts (in particular those of Carlos Sigüenza y Góngora and Antonio de Robles, who will serve as our guides here), reports sent to the viceroy and the king and the documents from the trial of the rioters. 8 In an old article, Rosa Feijóo adopted a classical approach by examining the different causes and effects of the uprising. More recently, Thomas Calvo placed the riot in the context of similar incidents taking 6 Descended from the pre-Hispanic tianguis, the Baratillo initially occurred weekly before becoming permanent during the course of the seventeenth century. (Caracas, 1984) , 95-141. These two authors were eye-witnesses of the riot. We know almost nothing about Antonio de Robles, except that he was the priest of a parish in Durango and he was in Mexico City at the time of the riot in order to receive treatment at the hospital of the Congregation of San Pedro. His account seems reliable while also being very critical of the authorities, in particular the viceroy.
We know more about Carlos Sigüenza y Góngora: a former Jesuit, a respected scholar among the elites, cosmographer to the king and head chaplain of the Real del Amor de Dios hospital. He was a direct witness of the events he described and was at the forefront of the effort to rescue the palace archives. His account is the most complete one we have, but it contains a number of distortions and shows itself to be overly sympathetic to the viceroy. Urban History place at the same time in Guadalajara and Tlaxcala. Finally, in a voluminous work that was her doctoral thesis, Natalia Silva Prada offered a detailed study of the revolt of 8 June 1692 through the prism of the history of the political culture. 9 For our part, we will approach this major event in the history of Mexico City strictly from a 'policing' angle, an angle that has been highlighted on many occasions by analysts of urban riots but which is rarely used as the main analytical grid. 10 We will treat the riot as a privileged vantage point for observing the workings of the city's administration and the action of the forces of law and order. On the one hand, the riot was the product of weaknesses in the government of the city, starting with the supply of grain. In this sense, it appears as a marker of 'bad government', an expression that refers to problems with policing. On the other hand, once the riot subsided, it shed light on the arrangements put in place by the urban authorities to restore law and order. We will thus attempt in this article to measure the impact of the trauma of 8 June 1692 on the law and order landscape of an imperial capital: Mexico City.
The riot as the expression of an urban government in crisis
One of the contributions of the research into the revolts under the ancien régime has been to show that episodes of crowd unrest were more than simple outbreaks of anger and can be treated as forms of political expression. 11 With this in mind, we have mapped out the acts of violence committed by the rioters in order to identify those responsible for the public condemnation and 'bad government'. Reading the accounts of Carlos Sigüenza y Góngora and Antonio de Robles, both present during the incident, the urban space appears as a tool of expression for the rioters, Plaza Mayor functioning as a sort of resonance chamber for the demands of the people. As such, the violent actions of the crowd can be read as a demand for improved policing.
Figure 1 allows us to pinpoint the urban structures that make up the Plaza Mayor (seats of government, shops, gallows) and plot the trajectory of the rioters, the targets of the stone throwing and the starting points of the acts of arson, which together represent a statement in our view.
The trajectory of the rioters indicates that several authorities were sought out before the explosion of violence occurred, indicating a desire to find people to speak with. The spark that set off the chain of events was an incident that took place in the alhóndiga (grain exchange) at around 4 pm. There was a shortage of corn, the staple food of the indigenous population, and the Indians jostled to get the last handfuls. One of them, a pregnant woman, fainted and died. Following this incident, the crowd, carrying the body of the dead woman, headed towards the town of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0963926815000279
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Urban History hall to hold the corregidor to account. 12 The corregidor, however, had mysteriously disappeared. The group then unleashed its anger on the entrance door, which was broken down, and the rioters gained entry to the corregidor's apartments, which they ransacked. They then went to the archbishop's palace located on the other side of the plaza. This door was too well guarded by the armed family of the prelate to be broken down or vandalized and it was ultimately spared from the anger of the rebels. The crowd then marched towards the main door of the viceregal palace and was stopped twice from proceeding by the halberdiers, but the viceroy was absent at the time, attending a mass at the Convent of San Francisco. It was only when the door was closed again by the guards that it became the starting point of the fire that reduced the palace to ashes. This trajectory in a way outlines the hierarchy of the authorities in charge of the administration of the capital: the municipal authority headed by the corregidor, the power of the church represented by the archbishop and royal power embodied by the viceroy. It is precisely because the authorities did not agree to the rioters' demands, however, that the violence moved up a level.
The dotted-line arrows on the figure represent the stones thrown from the centre of the plaza, where the crowd of rioters were located, towards the periphery. Here as well, the order of the attacks is significant. According to Carlos Sigüenza y Góngora, the first target was the main balcony of the palace, which was in the middle of the building and marked the apartments of the vicereine. 13 The balcony was customarily used by viceroys to celebrate royal occasions, such as the opening of the corridas, and to announce major events of the realm, such as the jubilees of births, marriages or funerals of members of the royal family. For the viceroy, the king's alter ego in the Indies, it was a sort of substitute throne. There were many other stones thrown during the riot, and they often reached their mark, for example the archbishop's coachman, who made a tentative appearance in the plaza, or the noblemen on horseback who attempted an avenging sortie which resulted in them being severely injured.
14 Identifying the starting points of the fires gives an even more precise indication of who was being held to account. Fire, the traditional weapon of the people but also an old siege technique, has in the first place a purifying dimension. It was common at that time during popular commotions for rebels to burn an effigy (a painting or puppet) of the accused, as was the case in Madrid in March 1766 when a portrait of the minister Esquilache 12 A senior magistrate appointed by the king to oversee the city council. The first corregidor was appointed in 1574. He presided over the appointment of the municipal police. He was in particular the guarantor of plenty: grain, meat and drinking water supplies. 13 Sigüenza y Góngora, 'Alboroto y motín de los Indios de México', 125. 14 
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was burned in the Plaza Mayor. 15 In Mexico City, there was no effigy, but there were buildings, street furniture and vehicles. The first thing that was burned was the corregidor's coach. Frustrated and furious at not being able to speak with the corregidor, the rioters 'went down into the coach yard, took out his coach and set it alight'. 16 The rebels went so far as to slit the throats of the corregidor's mules, as if for a blood sacrifice. After the corregidor's coach, 'the first thing they set alight was the royal arms beneath the palace balcony, the royal apartments, those of the town hall and the gallows'.
17 There were also accounts of fires being started at the doors of the Casa del Marquis del Valle, the Casa de la Moneda and the house of Lieutenant José Cumplido. All of these arson sites are significant and indirectly name those held responsible for the people's wrath: Juan Núñez de Villavicencio, the city's corregidor since 1686, Gaspar de la Cerda Sandoval, Silva y Mendoza, Conde de Galve, viceroy since 1688, José Cumplido, Alguacil de Guerra (military commander) and keeper of the octroi levies. In the eyes of the rebels, all three were responsible for the bad government.
To understand better this explosion of violence, we need to place the government of the Conde de Galve (1688-96) within the context of the overall evolution of the Catholic monarchy. The viceroy continued the policy of fiscal austerity initiated by his predecessors. This involved, on the one hand, increasing royal tax revenues to restore the lustre of the crown, which had lost some of its shine: Madrid was counting on the Indies to regain its lost hegemony. On the other hand, they had to strengthen the system for defending the Carrera de Indias -the maritime route for carrying American silver between the Indies and Seville -which had been regularly attacked by English and French pirates since the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Conde de Galve thus increased the manpower of the Armada de Barlovento and improved the defence system of the fortified ports, which resulted in a significant increase in military expenditure. This expenditure, which made up almost 70 per cent of the viceregal budget, was essentially paid for by Mexico City. This meant tightening up collections from tributary populations. Thus in 1691, the priests of the Spanish parishes were ordered to conduct a vast census with the aim of flushing out Indians living in the Spanish city who had escaped paying tribute.
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Beyond this imperial policy dictated by the crown, the crowd indirectly was accusing the viceroy and his 'accomplices' of clientelism and corruption: first illegal trading with Peru for personal gain, and secondly of imposing undue taxes and excessive inspections at the octroi boundary gatehouse on the poor mule drivers bringing supplies into Mexico City and the women selling pulque. In other words, the viceroy and his clientele were accused of disrupting the delicate balance of power between a 'pactist' monarchy and a guild-based society. 18 The rights of the different guilds were jeopardized and the freedoms of the small vendors of the Baratillo ignored and flouted. As soon as he took up his position, the Conde de Galve banned the sale of pulque, although it was allowed in small quantities for elderly indigenous women. Next, he attempted to get rid of the Baratillo, because of the disorderliness caused by the occupation of Plaza Mayor. Even more seriously, during the grain shortage he committed the double error of decreeing the 'liberty of commerce' of grain and buying grain out of his own pocket to improve the city's supply, which could have been perceived as a form of speculation.
In summary, the riot of 8 June 1692 is more than a simple illustration of the urban crisis; it presents a model of the dysfunctions in the city's administration. The grain crisis and the rise in grain prices were certainly triggering factors, but beyond that, this classic food riot came to crystallize everything that was wrong with the city: the problems in the supply system, the corruption of the highest authorities, the abuse of power. The shouts and violence of the 'mob' in fact expressed a demand for better policing: respect of the freedoms granted to small vendors, assurance of plentiful supplies, maintenance of a society based on horizontal relationships between different bodies. Conversely, for the authorities the riot was the explosive product of a lack of civility among the plebeian class, especially the Indians from the barrios who overran the central areas of the Spanish city, got drunk on pulque and infected the Plaza Mayor with their bad manners, when the plaza was supposed to embody royal authority. The revolting Indians and mestizos had no respect and were incapable of staying in their place.
Examining the 1692 riot highlights the specifically colonial features of urban crisis in the cities of Spanish America. The physical absence of the sovereign and the distance from Madrid gave the local authorities (the viceroy and corregidor) a great deal of autonomy. This translated into abuses of power, corrupt practices and irregularities in the administration of the city, which were probably more pronounced in these remote territories than in Spain. In addition, there is the configuration of the town around a central plaza, notably different from Spanish plazas, which were only used for parades and bullfighting. It brought together the seats of authority (the church, the viceroy's palace, the town hall, the Merchants' Guild), the market and the public exercise of justice, which entailed clear conflicts of use. It was in fact this exceptional concentration of activities and powers in the one space that made its management especially sensitive when the grain crisis occurred. The riot highlighted in particular the archaic nature of the separation between the two 'Republics'. This segregation, at the foundation of colonial urban order, was obviously no longer tenable in a city where everything was intermingled, where the Indian population lived in the heart of the traza and the Spanish were buying land in the parcialidades. The emergence of a colonial society with its hybridity and multiple forms of cultural exchange threatened the Spanish model of being a civilizing force. While the 1692 riot shed light on the demands of the plebeian class, it also brought to light the shortcomings of the forces of law and order in the capital, a point we should now examine.
The weakness of the forces of law and order
The riot is a privileged vantage point for observing the forces of law and order in action. The extent of the damage in Mexico City is explained by the weakness of the single company of guards responsible for law and order in the capital: the halberdiers of the viceroy's palace. This is the picture painted by Sigüenza y Góngora of the soldiers of the palace guard after the onslaught of the insurgents: 'two or three were seriously wounded, another had his wrist broken following the explosion of a musket and the rest of the company had been pelted head to foot with stones'. 19 For another witness, the priest Antonio de Robles, the halberdiers were incapable of repelling the attack of the rioters: the captain lost his shield and the guards had to take refuge in the palace, 'without offering any form of resistance except closing the doors'. 20 In the panic, two soldiers were left outside to the mercy of the rebels; they were stoned, then lynched. As for the captain, he forgot his halberd outside the palace, which became the very weapon used -as Sigüenza y Góngora enjoys pointing outto set fire to the 'great and magnificent balcony of the vicereine'. Both of our witnesses put great stress in their accounts on the total lack of preparation and training of the soldiers. They report that the musketeers on the palace terrace lacked gunpowder and ball. Only 30 or so shots were said to be fired and they had trouble hitting their mark, only serving, at best, to injure and kill a few rebels. Both Robles and Sigüenza y Góngora especially enjoyed describing the provocative gestures the rioters made at the soldiers: a mulatto shook his cape at them like a bullfighter, an 224
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Indian danced the tocotín (a sacred pre-Hispanic dance) and insults flew on all sides in Nahuatl and in Spanish: 'Shoot! Shoot! . . . and if you have no musket ball, send down tomatoes!' 21 It is remarkable that the only attempt to contain the rioters' rage came from members of the church. The first attempt was made by the treasurer of the cathedral, a priest of an indigenous parish: accompanied by three novices and a Franciscan, he led an improvised Holy Communion procession from the cathedral. According to Robles, this effort was productive as some of the crowd joined the cortege, asked for penance and mercy and extinguished several fires. The second initiative came from the cantor of the cathedral, who started to preach in Nahuatl to calm the fervour of his flock, 'exhorting them to peace and calm and asking them to go back to their homes, which they did'. 22 Where the guards were incapable of gaining control, the threat of divine wrath and the use of the vernacular seemed to have been much more effective. This episode is evidence of the primacy of the government of souls over physical force. The clerics -Franciscans and Jesuits -and the priests of indigenous parishes were effectively the first defenders and protectors of the Indian population against the civil authorities and it is revealing that it never occurred to the rioters to set fire to the cathedral.
The uprising exposed the shortcomings, or indeed the ineffectuality, of the armed forces in the capital of New Spain, but this weakness in the forces of control was not specific to Mexico City. It is one of the features of colonial towns in America. 23 Moreover, what system could have resisted such an outpouring of violence? Accounts of other urban revolts show the limits of anti-rioting provisions in the towns of the ancien régime. In Madrid in 1766, the company of Walloon soldiers was targeted and almost 20 died from their ranks. 24 The situation of Mexico City, an open city without walls or an army, is so unique it is worth dwelling on. Mexico City's Plaza Mayor, like the majority of central plazas in Ibero-American towns and unlike the plazas mayores on the Iberian Peninsula, was an open square. It was served by four wide avenues and a canal that connected the plaza to Lake Texcoco. The plaza was also enormous: it measured almost 200 metres north-south and 240 metres east-west, almost double that of its counterpart in Madrid. This exaggerated size was of course deliberate on the part of the city founders, Hernán Cortés in particular, but it presented a double disadvantage when it came to maintaining law and order. First, it made it a fundamentally attractive space for crowds, which is the case 21 Sigüenza y Góngora, 'Alboroto y motín de los Indios de México', 122: ' -¡Tirad, tirad! -, les decían a los soldados, -¡y si no traéis pelotas, echad tomates!' 22 
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225 to this day. Secondly, as a space open on all four sides it was particularly vulnerable in the event of a riot, especially with regards to the armed forces present in the city at that time. Unlike Madrid, which had a regular army housed in barracks from the beginning of the eighteenth century, Mexico City did not have armed forces until the beginning of the 1760s. 25 Prior to this date, the city appeared medieval in style, as its defence still involved the obligation of the Spanish to take part in the military reviews organized by the viceroy, the head of the army. After the conquest, however, once the pacification period was over, this practice seems to have fallen into disuse. Only the Merchants' Guild (consulado) and a few trade guilds had militias, which mainly played an honorific role during religious festivals and public ceremonies. 26 Finally, the use of military power was the responsibility of the miles, namely the noble Spanish knights who were part of the court of the viceroy and belonged to the prestigious orders of Santiago and Calatrava, military orders born out of the Reconquista. We know, however, that only two members of these orders attempted a sortie during the uprising: the first lost consciousness after being hit on the head by a stone and the second was spitting blood after receiving a stone full in the chest. 27 All evidence suggests that these knights were not prepared or equipped to confront an angry crowd.
The palace guard was in fact the only permanent military force in the city at the end of the seventeenth century. It was made up of around 100 recruits (soldiers, auxiliaries, a sergeant and a captain) who lived on site at the palace, which had a barracks and an armory. There were thus 100 men in total who took turns to stand guard. How many of them were there on the evening of the riot? Out of the 40 usually on guard, Robles counted only 9. The guards themselves claimed they numbered around 20. That was quite clearly not enough to defend such a vast building, especially since the company's halberdiers were, it seems, hardly quick to fight. They had a poor reputation and the same Robles described their barracks as a veritable den of iniquity; 28 they spent most of their time playing cards or making bladed weapons for resale on the Baratillo.
The violence of the events turns a light on the vacuum in the city's government. For more than four hours, no authority came forward and the handful of palace guards were a sorry sight. By around 9 pm, there was nothing left to set alight and the last shops had been looted. 
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Urban History retreated and then came the phase of repression. To what extent did this return to order imply an overhaul (or not) of the city's administration and above all the forces of law and order?
Restoring order
Among the solutions used to restore law and order in the capital, we can distinguish the immediate measures to pacify and control the plebeian population from the medium-term measures aimed at creating lasting social peace.
In the first category, it is no surprise to find the organization of a triumphal tour of the city carried out the day after the riot by the viceroy, the archbishop, the magistrates of the Real Audiencia, the city councillors and the noblemen on horseback. 29 The aim of this parade in gala attire was to mend the social body that was undone during the uprising, by giving the illusion of a united community standing together.
In the afternoon of 9 June, the viceroy staged a military review that was quite medieval in style. Several hundred Spanish criollos (merchants, master tradesmen) were present, but some did not even carry arms. Next, the viceroy formed two cavalry units: the first was drawn from the mason's guild, the second from volunteers. These militiamen were enlisted and paid from the funds of the crown (Real Hacienda); 30 the beginnings of a sort of permanent troop thus took shape. In addition to these two cavalry units, the viceroy created two companies of black and mulatto militiamen and reformed his personal guard of halberdiers, beginning with the dismissal of its captain.
Once formed, these improvised forces under the command of the viceroy were distributed over the various strategic points of the city (the palace, patrols in the parcialidades, bridges, gatehouses of the octroi zone). The city was under lockdown for almost a month. At the same time, the forces of repression were unleashed: suspects were arrested at the city's exits, in their houses and in their neighbourhoods, including in the hospitals.
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They were apprehended because stolen clothes from the Baratillo were found in their homes (without it being certain if they were themselves the looters) or because Spanish witnesses supposedly saw them at the heart of the action on the night of the riot. The judicial investigation was launched on 11 June and the trial that followed was summary: in less than 29 Ibid., 257, and Sigüenza y Góngora, 'Alboroto y motín de los Indios de México', 133. 30 This information and that which follows are drawn from the accounts of Antonio de Robles and Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora and from Rosa Feijóo's study as well as from a dossier from the AHDF, Historia en General, vol. 1, dossier 1. 31 Thomas Calvo has closely examined the legal repression of the rioters in two articles:
'Mexico-Guadalajara-Tlaxcala', and 'Soberano, plebe y cadalso bajo una misma luz en Nueva España', in P. Gonzalbo Aizpuru (ed.), 
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227 20 days, 80 rioters were arrested and judged in the criminal chamber of the Audiencia. Three-quarters of these were native American men and women. The sentences were heavy: 12 were sentenced to death (after which the bodies were mutilated and displayed), 32 were sentenced to forced labour and flogging and 9 punished by flogging alone. 32 For several weeks, the hangman's ropes stretched tight and the axe of the executioner removed hands and heads. The whole city was terrified.
Over the longer term, restoring the colonial order meant regaining control of a city that was disturbed by the intermingling of cultures and the uncontrolled movement of individuals. This implied the revival and enforcement of urban regulations that had been diluted by the laxity of magistrates and constantly violated by the greed of landlords. After taking on the roles of viceroy-warrior and viceroy-chief justice, the Conde de Galve assembled secretaries, printers and public criers to issue a battery of prohibitive regulations directed at the Indians: a ban on assemblies of more than four people, a ban on wandering the streets after nightfall, a ban on the sale of pulque, and the permanent closure of the Baratillo. 33 We saw that the prohibition of pulque and the banning of the Baratillo were among the causes of the riot. Would not the application of these regulations, along with excessively harsh penalties for offenders, generate new tensions? Antonio de Robles did not hesitate to criticize a set of regulations he saw as absurd, each edict being 'worse than the previous one, contrary and prejudicial to the peace'.
34 On 19 July, the production and sale of pulque were definitively prohibited in all of New Spain, 35 but already by 31 July the prohibition was relaxed and the sale of medicinal pulque (pure, white, without any root) was once again tolerated. 36 The prohibition could not in effect continue without having an adverse effect on royal tax revenue, which earned considerable profits from it. Following a report made by the physicians of the Protomedicato tribunal that outlined the medicinal virtues of white pulque and the necessities of funding the Armada de Barlovento, the production, sale and consumption of pulque were once again made legal in June 1697. 37 Among the series of ordinances enacted in July-August 1692 by the viceroy, two regulations are of special interest, because they suggest that 32 On the functioning of the judicial system under the ancien régime and the application of corporal punishment in Europe, see M. good government in Mexico City relied on the restoration of an original order that came out of the conquest and the foundation of the city.
The laws forbidding Indians from wearing Spanish clothing and forcing them to reside in their own zones showed the extent to which the revival of ethnic barriers, formulated more than a century and a half earlier, was one of the privileged levers in the process of restoring law and order. 38 Once again, this raises the question of their actual application. The prohibition against wearing Spanish hose or capes for example implies a very careful examination by the judges and their alguacils of the arrested individual, because in a highly mixed society, skin colour and physical traits were no longer adequate to define 'Indianness'. Not to mention the fact that in the vast melting pot of hybridization that a colonial city represents, it was relatively simple to take advantage of the confusions concerning identity and mimic the mestizo, if only by speaking in Spanish. There were abundant cases of impersonation. This legislation may in the end have been intended to satisfy the members of the Council of the Indies, which it was expedient to reassure.
Was it any more feasible to exclude Indians from the Spanish city? This was effectively a restrictive measure that implied the displacement of several hundred families from the centre of the city to the periphery. For the owners of the rental apartment buildings where the Indians lived, it also represented a loss to be recovered. Finally, it ran the risk of driving away the domestic staff who had become invaluable to the upper-class families. On the other hand, it was potentially profitable for the royal tax office, which could collect tributes more easily. It was also something the priests of indigenous parishes had been demanding for a long time, complaining that they were unable to administer their religion properly. This large-scale operation began with the redefinition of the limits of the traza, a task entrusted to Sigüenza y Góngora, who justified his plans with reference to the first chroniclers of Mexico City (Antonio de Herrera and Juan de Torquemada). 39 In his opinion, it was necessary to exclude the Indians from the centre of the city and lodge the Spanish population in the heart of the traza. Sigüenza y Góngora thus painstakingly examined the first plans of Mexico City and made several trips around the city in order to redefine and set the limits of the Spanish zone. For their part, the Franciscans sent reports to the viceroy in which they expressed their wish for the 'Indians to be contained in their districts', to help them administer the Christian doctrine (mass, sacraments, rituals) more effectively.
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The second step was to communicate the information to both the Indian and Spanish populations, the dissemination of the edict being the condition sine qua non of its success. The Indians had 20 days to leave the area and set up their homes outside the traza, under pain of receiving 200 lashes and six years of hard labour. This ordinance applied to all Indians, including domestics and porters. Only apprentices working in the bakeries and those sentenced to hard labour were allowed to remain. Conversely, the Spanish were forbidden to admit Indians into their houses (as domestics), under pain of receiving a 100-peso fine and two years of banishment, and they were also prohibited from living outside the Spanish enclosure. The content of these regulations was trumpeted 'in the usual places' of the city by the official town criers, then communicated to the governors and the councillors of the parcialidades as well as to the Franciscans, who were asked to translate the provisions into the vernacular language. Here, for example, is a report sent to the corregidor by a Franciscan from the San Sebastián parish: This account shows the key role played by the administrators of the indigenous parishes: they were the fundamental points of relay between the highest authorities in the town and the Indian populations. They translated the ordinances from Castilian to Nahuatl, brought them to the attention of families, surveyed the vacant land for settlement and sent back written reports to the authorities describing the difficulties encountered in applying such a complex measure. Faced with mounting complaints from Indians unable to find a place to settle (as the areas on the periphery were already partly subdivided or occupied), the Audiencia assigned the Franciscans the task of mapping out the street paths and house blocks on the land to prepare for its future urbanization.
Our research has not yet allowed us to determine to what extent this measure was applied. We would need in particular to compare the parish registers of the Indian zones on different dates (before and after the provision) in order to check whether the displacement of the populations actually took place. But the persistence of the problem posed by the indigenous presence in the traza, stressed by numerous archival dossiers at later dates, proves that the exclusion of the Indians from the Spanish city was not fully realized.
